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For all the measurements, the projector was set at default brightness settings. To accurately measure the screen luminance, the center of the screen was measured using a PhotoControl i1 Pro luminance sensor. The same sensor was used to calibrate each measurement with the projector's calibration feature. Measuring Accuracy of Projector ------------------------------- The accuracy of a projector's color gamut and luminance measurement is
important to provide best-possible color reproduction. However, the overall accuracy can be influenced by the ambient lighting. [Figure 2](#figure2){ref-type="fig"} shows the projectors luminance and color gamut measurement accuracy under different ambient lighting conditions. In this experiment, the projector was calibrated for the usual environment with normal lighting. Subsequently, the projector was moved to two different lighting
conditions: 1) room with fluorescent lighting; and 2) lighting studio with a cold white light. [Figure 2](#figure2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the projector's luminance and color gamut measurement accuracy under the two different lighting conditions. [Figure 2](#figure2){ref-type="fig"}a-c shows the results of the projector luminance measurement, and [Figure 2](#figure2){ref-type="fig"}d-f shows the results of the projector color gamut
measurement. In general, the projector luminance measurement accuracy is around 0.5% or 1%, and the color gamut measurement accuracy is around 1% or 2%. In [Figure 2](#figure2){ref-type="fig"}a-c, the projector luminance measurement accuracy is around 0.6% in fluorescent lighting, and around 0.1% in white light. In [Figure 2](#figure2){ref-type="fig"}d-f, the projector color gamut measurement accuracy is around 3% in fluorescent
lighting, and around 2% in white light. These accuracy values are not very high, but these accuracy values are considered acceptable for most applications. However, we will discuss the effect of the ambient lighting on the calibration and accuracy of a projector in the following section. ![Effect of ambient lighting on the accuracy of a projector. The test results of the projector luminance (a-c) and color gamut (d-f) measurement are shown. These
measurements are taken in a regular environment (a,d), in a fluorescent room (b,e), and in a white light (c,
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